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Luck's Lazy Lady teamed by the talented Leigh Fitch has defeated the best on the grounds at Lewiston Raceway during the early spring meet.

EARLY MEET SUCCESSFUL AT LEWISTON RACEWAY
By ANTHONYJ. ALIBERTI
With four ~eeks down a.nd six edition of the World Driver Chammor~ to go, u seem~ cert~m that pionship. More than 20 top drivers
Lewiston Raceway will again set a have answered Bob Ferland's call,
ne": mutuel rec~rd. The current including first time Ray Remmen.
Spring meet c~ntmues to run 10% While Luck's Lazy Lady was
above last years record, and the top dominating the pacing features Paul
afternoons are yet to come.
Battis's B.B.'s Highnote and Loring
Lewiston's first Invitational of the Norton's My Nite Song have shared
yeai: attracted top prospects in- the top trots. On the track Leigh
eluding three time winner Luck's Fitch continued a hot hand until he
Lazy ~ady~y for a $4,500 purse.
was seriously injured in a racing
April 15 is reserved for the third spill. Fitch broke his hip and shat-

Behind the scenes the tote board
and the AmTote 300 mutuel system
continues to pay dividends, the color
monitors and computer based entries system, continually upgrades
information provided patrons at the
Race secretary Clayt Smith has track and through local newspapers.
For three years this track has
sprinkled several late closers
throughout the meet, and in the Blue mapped on upward curve of exBird Series game oldtimer T.B.J., pectation, and each meet has been
with Frank Woodbury driving better than the last. 1984 will be no
exception.
flashed his former form.
tered his wrist. He is expected to
return to racing, but the timetable
has not yet been set. Meanwhile
Dude Goodblood and Bob Sumner
are battling for the most wins.

xva><><aaxJMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS><><><><aaxaa

'Mar. 15 - New England Sulky Championship 2 yr. old Sustaining payment due

April 15 - Mass. Sire Stakes three year old sustaining payment due $150.

Mar. 15 - Mass. Sire Stakes two year old sustain payment due $50.

April 15 - Deadline - Northern Maine Fair Early Closing Program.

Mar. 18 - New England Harness Writers Meeting Foxboro Raceway.

April 15 - Deadline - Scarborough Downs Late Closing Program.

Mar. 28 ~ Maine Harness Racing Commission Meeting concerning Stakes Augusta, New Hampshire.

April 15 - North Amerian Driving Championship Lewiston Raceway.

April 15 - Year ling Nomination and two and three year old sustain payments due.

April 15 - Deadline: Simon Bishop Pace - Freshman Pace - Freshman Filly
Paceat Foxboro Raceway.
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PINE. TREE SALES

M.H.H.A. News

Lewiston Raceway - March 10, 1984

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS FOR 1984

Miss Ronnie Volo (Bye Bye Andy - Miss Flashy Volo)
Carlisle Delight (Carlisle - Marcon Delight)
Seigs Shadow (Dons Boy - Seigs Honor Girl)
Roadman B (Watchful - Jolly Fair)
Mad (Douro Lobel - Yesterdays Singer)
Ring Bearer (Jade Prince - Dreamy Susan)
Dibs (Laetare - Stardust Creed)
Popper Loo (Knight Time - Worthy Wick)
Mr. Sunday (Mr. Suffolk - Sunday Red)
Saelis Paragon (Cory - Francey O'Brien)
Glory Skipper (Skipper Glory - Knight Fall)
Fire Fox (Ammo Hanover - Ha pas Filly)
Most Fickle Fella (Most Happy Fella - Fickel Miss)
Night Slave (Tempest Hanover - Hal Dale)
Midnight Air (Free Air - Widow Mills)
Yankees Rein (Adios Wilton - Jackies Pet)
Brisbane (Adour - Austarlia)
Lacy Leaf (Meadow Leaf - Lucky Capri)
Mans Night (Songman - Knights Cahill)
Migration (Thorpe Hanover - Tarport Bye Bye)
Cash Promise (Cash Battle - My Gal Wick)
Major Rush (Rusty Range - Bawen's Rhythm)
Eastern Nellie (Armbro Roger - Not So Nice)
Cool Bob (Cool Wind - Ann Party KA)
Watch Newport (Watch Nel - Nell Kalinwick)
Benna Show Off (Ben Hur Hanover - Dancer Shadow)
Little Playboy (Little Dancer - Poptart Hanover)

PRESIDENTWilliam Hughes (Elected 1982)
County Road, Rt. 4, Box 381
So. Gorham. Maine 04038
Phone - 839-4939

VICE PRES. William Edwards (Elected 1983)
RFD. 4, Box 9
Gardiner, Maine 04345
Phone - 582-5142

SEC. TREAS. Frank Woodbury (Elected 1982)
Bruce Hill Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Phone - 829-5410

DIRECTORS
Norman Murray (Elected 1982)
370 Kittredge Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
Phone - 942-5062
Glenn Deletetsky (Elected 1983)
RFD. 2, Elm St.
McFalls, Maine 04256
Phone - 345-9402
Dana Childs (Elected 1983)
350 East Bridge St.
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Phone - 854-2494

Helen Gossom (Elected 1984)
P.O. Box 152
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Phone - 829-5742
Sheridan Smith (Elected 1984)
Box 651
West Farmington, Maine 04992
Phone - 778-3006
Edgar Morgan (Elected 1984)
Greene, Maine 04236

$400
$230
$250
$190
$200
$700

$2 0
$
$200

$700
$400
$325
$1100
$230
$260
$200

$875
$400
$270

$550
$220
$250
$170
$800
$150
$550
$600

Horses Out, Not Listed

Phone - 946-5055

EXECUTIVE SECRET
Bert M. Fernald
West Poland, Maine 04291
Phone: Winter - 782-4927
Summer - 998-4293
Me. St: Racing Comm. - 289-3221
ff.JI.I. - (203) 563-1910

Hinsdale News
Hinsdale Race Track's Joseph E. since 1972, operates New HampSullivan, III was honored on Feb. shire's only extended pari-mutuel
18th by the Standardbred Breeders harness meeting. The track has been
And Owners Association of New the home to the sulky sport for over
Hampshire. The Hinsdale chief 25 years. Recent years have seen
executive officer received the many improvements at Hinsdale
organization's
"Distinguished including this year's addition of a
Service Award" presented every new computerized "tote" system.
year to honor the person whose Harness racing at the track has
contributions most aided harness shown steady growth in the last five The Downeast Harness Horsemen's Association sponsored sleigh rides as a part of
racing in the state.
years including a 10% increase for
Bangor's recent winterfest celebration. Trainer/driver Russ Lampher take a
Sullivan, whohas been at Hinsdale the 1983 season.
mother and child for a spin with Ridge Count.
Bangor Daily News Photo
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!NOR HEAST HARNESS NEWS All Accounting Functions
Syndications
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis.
After the first of the year the established rate wi!I be charged, with previous issues mailed
on request, as long as copies are available. Don't delay - save over single copy issue! ·
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PEANUT GALLERY p.1:ss.2
Selected As

Grand champion standardbred at the Rochester Fair in 1983. PEANUT GALLERY'S
first crop is truly eye-catching - they will race in 1985. Take advantage of the very
cascnable $600 stud fee by breeding now for the '87 stakes. You 'II ·he glad you did!

By the immortal MEADOW SKIPPER p. 2 1:59.4-3, 1:55.1 ($423,020). Leading 2:00 sire with 340 in 2:00 and 28 in

1:55 ... Out of the record producing dam,· DRAMA GIRL, a daughter of the well known TAR HEEL mare, LANT ANA.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

J 0B

Also Standing The Well-Bred Trotter
(Star's Pride-Hustle-Rodney) Fe~: $600
Watch For His Foals In The Upcoming Stakes Programs!
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For Availability Of Stalls Contact:

Lynn·Marie Smith, Farm Manager
(There Is No Stallion Service Charge l

THE DUPUIS FARM
116 Buxton Rd., Saco, Me. 04072
Tel. 207-284-4726

'

f l

I

c: .,,

Exit 5 Maine Turnpike ~ take Industrial Park Rd. to RL 112 - go north for two miles - watch for white fence on left, Corner RL 112 and Louden Rd. · ·
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lntertrack Simulcasting
.,..

". J9RACKS
-<oF AMERICA,
~ •', (.:Z, .,.l•

t

STANLEY F BERGSTf.lN. UlCUTIVE

INC.
v:CE PRESIDENT

It will take a few weeks to project on-track handle for the first three
how much of the gain is incremental days. Since the off-track handle is
income, but intertrack simulcasting taxed as fresh turnover, in Illinois it
in Chicago, which started last week, is subject to a 1. 75 percent state tax
is off to a strong start.
on the first $200,000,
rather than the 6
The betting for the first three days percent state tax rate on handle at
was on the runners at Sportsman's the -$1.4 million level. At the present
Park, with Maywood (10.3 miles time, with Maywood not operating
away) and Arlington Park (20.5 until this week (at which time
miles from Maywood and 30.2 from Sportsman's and Arlington will
Sportsman's) handling simulcast handle Maywoodnight action as well
action thru a common pool.
as Maywood and Arlington taking
On the first day - Thursday - Sportsman's running daytime acSportsman's handled $1,222,699on tion) the off-track handle share that
track, Maywood handled $49,764 accrues to horsemen goes to Sportwith 500 people on the Sportsman's sman's tnorougnnred horsemen. It
action, and Arlington handled is clearly apparent that they have
$202,742 w!th 1.600neonle.
,
already done very well with the
On Friday, Sportsman s bet early results, benefiting perhaps as
$934,315on. track, Maywood added much as $50,000in purses over the
$65,622 with 550 peopl~, and first three days of the experiment.
Arlington handled $172,470with1,300
on hand.
Sportsman's opening day on-track
Saturday
~portsman'~
bet handle was down about $30,000from
$1,441,617
O?- a miserable, ramy day; a year ago, with 1,200more people.
Maywood ~umped to $99,787 <;>n the The track's handle on Saturday was
Sportsm~n s. races; and Arlington down some $358,000from two rears
boomed m with $353_, 712.
ago, when Hawthorne was racing at
with Hawthorne, its next door neigh- night next door, and down about
bor, racing a night harness meeting, $458,000 from last y~ar, when
which it was not doing during the Hawthorne was not racing. But a
first three days of Sportsman's a year ago t~e wea~her wa,scle~r and
year ago. Second, Sportsman's s~nny agai~st. t~is year .s ram and
opened its running meet with three wind, and it is mterestmg to ~ote
Dollar Days, featuring both $1 ad- that Hawthorne on Satur~ay night
mission and $1 bets. Third, there was d?wn roughly $257,ooo in handle
was a weather differential between from. its. sa~e Sfl_tµrday two y,ears
1984 and 1983, particularly on the ago, ~ndicab?g that w~ather played
Saturday card. But some interesting a major role m the dechnes.
figures are evident, and others not It will be a few weeks until the
so apparent.
results can be evaluated with more
Although it is difficult to tell how accuracy, but it appears that inmuch of the increase is incremental, tertrack simulcasting in Chicago is
the handle was up 26.2percent over on its way with an auspicious start.
------------------------------~sell

Standardbreds For Sale
RICH AMY, five year old mare, raced lightly at Hinsdale and the fairs. Never had a
chance to show her potential. Prospective broodmare.
BIT-0-SPRITE, three year old gelding, broke to cart - eligible to Vermont sire stakes.
HOTIERVILLE IKE, two year old stud - eligible to Vermont sire stakes.
All sired by SPRITE C. out of the mare TIBER'S COMMA. Full brother raced at Saratoga
and claimed at Vernon Downs - timed in 2:02. Dam of these colts produced two mares
in 2:05, raced at Saratoga.
Also have ten month old stud colt, sired by SPLIT STOCK p. 3, 1:59.4.

Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes
Asking $2,000 for him. Make an offer on one or all.

Tel. 822-265-4589
For Sale - Three Year Old Filly

A.C.'S MISS TOUGHY
(Lincoln Dancer - Skyridge Candy)
Clean-Legged and Sound Has Been Trained Io 2:10

Also For Sale
Sulky and Tack Trunks With Equipment $1,000 Takes All
Call: 603-8332 Brentwood, N.H.

Reminder!

HALL tr FAME

~TROTTER
OOl!l:in:N.

ft"EW' TOR.K.

l.OS24

Image is a word you hear a lot in
harness racing. Publicists talk about
improving the "image" of the sport.
They work hard at it but they all
realize there is not a single solution
to the problem. It will take the
cooperative efforts of everyone in
the sport to do something about its
image.
What are they talking about?
What's the problem? What kind of
an image does harness racing have?
How was it acquired?
First, let me fill you in on the
"state of the sport" as we find it
today. If you combine the top ten
money winners in both Thoroughbred and Standardbred racing,
you'll find that there are more
harness horses in that money-won
column than there are runners.
Another item: an increasing number
of states are looking to harness
racing as a partial solution to their
economic ills. Public referendums to
permit pari mutuel wagering are
being conducted: fact-finding steps
are being taken to convince state
legislatures that harness racing and
Standardbred breeding will have a
rippling effect on the economic life
of their state. Presently, a quarter
BILLION dollars is given in purses
at harness tracks across the U.S. of
A. and nearly three billion bucks are
bet on trotters and pacers. Horses
in the millions and the sport has
never seen so many millionaire
trainers/drivers in its long history.
So what's the image problem?
Well, for one think, it's a mental
picture
manyracing.
people still
have
toward that
harness
A result
from their lack of knowledge. Ask
one of them and chances are you'll
get a reply something like this: ''The
trotters? Why that's a country
bumpkin sport. Nuthin' but a bunch
of old men racing around a track
'cauce they've got nuthin' better to
do."
Now where'd that notion come
from? Especially after I've just
tossed all those impressive figures
at you a couple of paragraphs ago.
One source of this dust-covered
image is the news media. Years ago
- I'm talking forty years ago and
more - the press, especially the city
slicker press, used to crucify har-

ness racing. The majority of them
didn't understand it and because its
roots were in rural America, they
wrote it off as Corn Town, USA.
Here's how some of them used to
cover the sport. One writer, under a
column head titled "Giddyap,
Napolean," reported in a January
20, 1937 edition of a New York City
paper that the stewards of the Grand
Circuit had met in the Murray Hill
Hotel to decide dates for the forthcoming season. "They are an
earthy, hard-shelled gang of gaffer ,
these sulky swifties-plain as an
shoe or maybe plainer. They are
unlike the slick, suave Joe Wideners,
George Bulls and Bill Dwyers of
Tropical Park, Hialeah, Belmont
and Saratoga. I thought you might
go for a few odd items about these
tobacco-chewing county fair Ben
Hurs, so I went around to the
Murray Hill Hotel last evening and
put the ear on 'em. Here are the
things I didn't know till now... "
And our 1937 writer-quite apparently a running horse writer
shifted temporarily into the trotting
horse camp-proceeded to reveal
his newly acquired knowledge. He
found out that the dam of Hambletonian 10, the great sire, had once
pulled a butcher cart over New
York's cobblestones. Said our
writer: "Charlie Rysdyk, a Dutch
farmer up in Orange County bought
Hambletonian and his dam for $125
and made $500,000 on his investment.''
Well, not quite. First of all,
Rysdyk wasn't a Charlie; he was a
William. And he didn't make half a
mil on Hambletonian's prolificness-it was half that. But let's not
be critical of our writer's facts.
We're interested more in his firsttime observations of our sport. He
noted that in order to make a trotter
step higher and lengthen his stride,
you add extra weight to the shoes on
his front hoofs. "These iron oxfords," said he, "aren't bargain
basement brogans. They cost $8 a
set and last only two weeks.''
Frank Graham, who wrote for the
New York Journal American and
always
spoke
fondly
and
knowledgeably of harness racing,
interviewed Walter Cox in the
January 21, 1937 edition of that
paper. Cox was one of those "old
men" associated with the sport, but
a colorful, very capable old man. He
trained the top horses and won top
dollar. He would have given today's
leading drivers a tough battle. Cox
was holding court with a group of
reporters-Frank
Graham among
them. He wrote: "You go back a
long way, don't you, Mr. Cox?" a
reporter asked.
"Me?" Walter said. "I go back to
the Bible! "
Now, what better image could
harness racing ask for than that?
J

FOR SALE
Two Year Old Colt By Hockomock Boy Out Of Lyb's Byrd.
Easy To Work - Sound - Good Attitude
Broke and Jogged Lightly - Ready. To Go On
Limited Stall Space Forces Sale

Call Lorayne at K.C. Farm, Milton, Mass.
Tel. 617-333-0467 Reasonably Priced At s750.00

And Staking Of All Horses -Is The Responsibility Of

Don't Pay The Price For Forgetting!
•

>

Pompano
~
_ ....~~" · · ·

Carl Smith, Lewiston,

Dave Stratton, _Bre~e!

Report

POMPANO PARK It was
twenty years ago this season that
Frederick Van Lennep opened up
one of the most luxurious harness
tracks in the United States. Quite a
few of the members of the harness
horse fraternity placed their tongues
in their cheeks as Pompano Park
threw its gates open to the public.
The big pink painted structure has
had its ups and downs for the last
couple of decades, but now the track
has firmly established itself as a
training and racing plant. This
winter capitol of harness racing is
tops not only with the patrons but
with a long list of famous drivers
and trainers, and with them came
..,. caliber racing stock.
Pompano Park owes its success to
a number of dedicated individuals,
among them is their vice-president
and public relations director Al en J.
Finkelson who has pushed a
tremendously
successful
promotional program this season.
Finkelson
recently
won the
Proximity Award for outstanding
service to harness racing.
Maine and other New England!
harness horse figures have raade a
major contribution to Pompano
Park through the years. A popular
and outstanding horseman from
Saco, Maine is Richard "Dick"
Macomber and his thirty horse
statue. Macomber usea to race the
Maine and New England circuit with
his father. After the second World
War he struck out for the.: major
tracks. He speaks with nostalgia of
the Kite Track at Old Orchard Beach
and .Gorharn Raceway; also about
his friend, the Maine horseman,
J ovis Gerry.
Macomber now races such famous

ByGARDNERPA'ITERSON
stakes pacers as T. Vic 1:54.3and he
trained and drove Trim the Tree to
a great season. Right now he is high
on a three-year-old Albatross pacer
Mylynn Hanover, who last year won
over $70,000in purse money. The
movie star Burt Reynolds has horses
in the Macomber Stable, plus he and
Macomber are in the restaurant
business together in Florida.
There .is a large group of Maine
horsemen adding to the Pompano
racing scene this season. A second
trainer in the William "Billy"
Haughton outfit is Roland Malar,
Machias, who has a stable of colts
and aged horses· under his care.
Mallar is the grandson of Roland
"Poly" Mccaleb, and his uncle is
Larry Mallar, race secretary of
Roosevelt Raceway. Mallar plans to
take a consignment as he did last
season for the Haughton Stable to
drive at Liberty Bell, Brandywine
and Freehold where he had a lot of
success.
Others from the Pine Tree State
who are training and grooming in
the Haughton Stable are Al Gervais,
Lewiston, who formerly worked for
the late Linc Keene and the Clearview Stable;
Dave Stratton,
Brewer; Donna Sawyer, South
Windham; Lenny Strout, Winsor.
A trainer-groom for the Buddy
}\eagan Stable is Carl Smith,
Lewiston, the son of the well-known
Maine horseman Russ Smith. Carl is
handling the two-year-old · Dea
Kommissar
by Naitross
who
brought $300,000
in the fall sale.
, Harry Porter, Skowhegan, is
grooming this. ~ason with the Jerry
Silver1nan Stab1e And plans to be
working at the Meadowlands in New
Jersey.
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Outer Sea and Mark Delsesto

Roland Mallar, Machias .

. ..

Donna Sawyer, South Windham, holds the three-year-old Panorama, 1:54.3, by
Abercrombie who won over $173,000 in the stakes races last season.

•••

Richard "Dick" Macomber, (formerly from) Saco, one of the leading horsemen in
the harness world gets ready for a training session at Pompano Park with the twoyear-old pacer Cutadeal by Bret Hanover.

." .
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Agriculture Report

New Animal Welfare

By STEW ART N. SMITH,
Commissioner of Agriculture
Beginning this month, a new That Animal Welfare Board is
agency will administer the State faced with challenging responAnimal Welfare laws. For several sibilities. The Division, which has
years animal welfare programs in been ably administered by Stanley
Maine have been the responsibility Browne, has dealt with animal
of the Division of Animal Welfare in abuse in a very even-handed way.
this Department, guided by an Since the issue of animal welfare is
Animal Welfare Advisory Board. quite emotional, one has to be very ·.
The last Legislative Session con- cognizant of due process, in order to
sidered a bill that would have handle cases legally, as well as
created an Animal Welfare Board equitably. The Division has done
outside any department, consisting that in a way that has established
of members of humane societies solid credibility with the owners as
only. The Legislature accepted the well as with the public in areas of
concept of an administering board, potential disharmony such as
but believed such a board should agricultural fairs.
represent diverse interest groups.
Public policies, especially if
The new board, as now constituted, developed by special interest
does this.
representatives,
can vary conOne model for the Animal Welfare siderably. If the members do not
Board was the Pesticide Control have the ability to look beyond their
Board, which administers the own special interests they are apt to
controversial pesticide control laws subordinate those interests to those
very successfully. That board in- of the general welfare. Generally
eludes both users and the public speaking, public boards do a very
which is affected by the misuses of poor job. They .often tend to do the
pesticides. One can argue that an day-to-day work that the staff
Animal Welfare Board composed of normally should do. The best funcmembers
representing
animal tion of a public board is to determine
owners, as well as those concerned policy, anticipate problems, and
with the welfare of animals, should interpret
to the public their
be able to administer animal responsibility. It is imperative, then,
welfare laws in a way that that such boards have able staff.
minimizes animal abuses while A public service board that can
protecting the rights of animal bring together diverse points of view
owners. This argument eventually to accomplish these functions for the
swayed the Legislature, which good of all is an efficient way to
amended the proposed bill to include administer laws which deal with
represe9;tatives of both humane issues that generate strong feelings.
sUc'ieties·and agricultural interests The new Animal Welfare Board
and to place the Board within the must meet that challenge and we all
Department of Agriculture.
hope that it meets it well.
COQ,ol"'"J""J""~...o"'.r..r..r..r..r..r...r..r..r..A:Y'°~..r..r..r~.r.r..-crJO"'"JO"'".r...r~...r..r.r..r...ocr...O""'...O.

BROODMARE FOR SALE

Lavish Acres.

KNIGHT FALL

Proudly Presents

A producing KNIGHT DREAM mare, who is a full sister to LADY EVERGREEN
p. 2:00h-$173,000 and whose dam, MISS WORTHY. GRAP~, is the grandam of CEDAR
RIDGE p. 2, 1:58-1:57.lh
In foal to CAVALCADE p. 3, 1:57.3 hy MEADOW SKIPPER out of GOLDEN MISS who is
also the dam of STRIKE OUT p. 2, 1:56.3
Stud fee of $1,000 is paid, sells with a free return for '84 is she fails to have a live foal.
The resultant foal will be eligible to the MASS SIRE STAKES, THE NEW ENGLAND
SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS and THE NEW $4 MILLION DOLLAR' BREEDERS' CROWN
STAKES.

BEST JEFFREY
p.2, 2:00.3f - 3,1:59.lf - 4,1:57.4 (Sl90,000)
By. BEST OF· ALL_ p.2,1:57.4; 4,1:56.2
Out of The Top Producer SHADYDALE FRISKY
Dam of 9 Live Foals • 1 in 2:00 - 4 in 2:05
• Undoubtedly The Best Breeding Value In New England
•Standing His Third Season At The Modest Fee Of $500.
• Served A Full Book of Mares In 1982 and 1983
• Over 90% Conception

If You Want A Stakes Winning Filly Or Colt,
Call For A Booking Immediately!
Contact: Ft"ank Withee, Rarm~M"8ager
Tel. 207-946-5388

Contact: MEADOWBROOK FARM
Box 278 Webster, Mass. 01570 Tel. 617-943-2706

FOR SALE
Mass Sire Stakes Eligibles
By

GOOD KNIGHT STAR
p. 1:58.lm

• Represents A Family Of Early Speed

•~

P· 2:05.2 .

vr

,,

•

( 4) Two Year Old Colts

(1) Three Year Old Colt

Price: $1,200 To $2,500

Call: 617-452-864 7
Lowell, Mass.

'

Broodmare Of The Month -

Blythewood Helen

• F• }
H ope f u I S eries ma .

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

Back in May 1949 a two year old Blythewood Helen was a prolific
daughter of Whippit, brother to mare, deliverng fourteen foals, but
Greyhound, made her debut at unlike Mysteria most of these colts
Roosevelt Raceway. Make no trotted for serious money. In fact,
mistake, this was a blueblood six colts from Blythewood Helen
through and through. She was earned more than $30,000with the
owned by W.N. Reynolds, and New England champion, Nifty
trained and driven by Delvin Miller, Christy, a son of Christopher T.
she even traced to Spinster on the topping the list at $80,000.
dams side. Mysteria earned three
Nifty Christy dominated Maine
wins in prep races defeating name events for two years, then etched
colts and a filly named Carophone. A New York stakes successes into his
fpw weeks later at Goshen she was performance
summaries. As an
~~!!~~iched on the final charts aged performer he moved to the
between
Honor Bright,
and Invitational class at Foxboro,
Carophone, then in the next race earning a 2:01.4 mark and cointangled with Lusty Song, Florican, cidentally lofting his teamster Bruce
and Star's Pride himself, heady Ranger into the spotlight.
company. At Bloomsburg Fair she But Nifty Christy, like so many top
beat Darn Flashy, and finished off trotters is gelded, and cannot
her juvenile campaign at Lexington, enhance the family much longer.
winning the Hanover Filly stake in That burden falls to Rummy Helen,
straight heats, defeating all serious the most promising daughter of
contemporaries.
BlythewoodHelen.
As a three year old she camEarly on, Rummy Helen proved
paigned at Laurel, measuring Stars she could transmit trotting worth,
Pride once again, this time in a delivering two $40,000 winners,
$5,000event. She was second in the Rummy Jane and Rummy Pete. The
Coaching Club filly trot at Goshen, first is by Square Deal and the other
then after she earned her 2:03.3 by Tiber, neither fashionable
speed mark at Lexington, she ended stallions. But her latest foal, a two
her career before the home folks in year old in 1984, is by Chiola
North Carolina.
·
Hanover, a Grand Circuit son of
Though
Mysteria
delivered Hickory Smoke out a Star's Pride
thirteen foals none could emulate dam. He brings the family "to the
her own success. But for one well" one more time.
daughter by Star's Pride, Mysteria · There is no doubt this family is
might have faded from active in- rich with promise. Speed and ability
fluence by the time Eisenhower left to win major events is evident in
the White House.
every branch, and with Mysteria
Though Blythewood Helen never still close up, sooner or later one of
made the races, she was a daughter these trotters will not stop with
of Star's Pride and Mysteria, and regional success, but will make a
the promise was too obvious to run at the Grand Circuit, just as if it
ignore.
Like
her
mother, were 1950all over again.

Naida's Chiola (Chiola Hanover-Rummy Helen) a two year old colt owned by
Frances Gay Jr. was a recent winner at the fall Rochester Fair show.
1411911411911 ....
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MASSACHUSETTS MARES-BRED
(Addendum)
BONNIE TIME BOY
Miss Checkmate B
DAVID'S BOYCHICK
Myrtle's Pride
Hockamock Eve
HIGH HOPE RICK
Carroll T.H.

KILEY MORAKA
Julie B. Gold
Tri's Love
Country Fair
Jefferson Star
Quic Chance
Pace Along Sadie
Phantom Miss
iij Pr wst,er
.
~. ,

MY LORD ROGER
K.M.'s Gina
Miss Roma Jae
SONGSATION
May Hanover

'1

c

LORD TAR HEEL
Sparky's Skipper
Foxy Red Head
J
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ByROBERTLOWELL

Seilson Regent and Sarama Win Division Titles

Things are looking up for Gerry Smith, after Trusty Star and Walter Case Jr. win
a division of the Hopeful Series at Yonkers in 2:01.1.
The $157,000 Hopeful Final the outside seem to tire momenFebruary 25th at Yonkers Raceway tarily while George S. and Seilson
had it all this year. It was a race, Regent opened up a gap.
won by Seilson Regent in 2:01 3/5, In the meanwhile, Thurston
filled with drama, suspense, near handled by Buddy Gilmour fell near
tragedy, and excitement.
the three quarter pole.
The drama was written into the
With the field heading for home,
final by the Maine-bred "cinderella Seilson Regent and George S. locked
pacer" Trusty Blaze, with four horns in the stretch battle. However,
divisional victories in the series. The Case with a measure of savoir-faire
gutsy little colt with a record of 2:01 gave Trusty Blaze a stirring stretch
1/5 at Yonkers added a sentimental drive, but their rally fell a length
dimension for owners Bob Cain and short.
·
Gerry Smith.
Driver Gerald Sarama and Seilson
suseease developed when Regent notched the victory in the
driver Walter Case, after taking his biggest race in North America thus
pre-race scores, returned to the far in the season. George S. wound
paddock to have mud guards placed up second and Trusty Blaze third.
on the sulky. Case was reportedly The win boosted Seilson Regents
fined $100for delaying the race.
earnings in 1984 to $99,000in eight
An eight horse field went to the starts.
gate following the incident and a
For Trusty Blaze, who was
confident
Carmine
Abbatiello developed "in Pinehurst, N.C. last
leaving from the rail with George S. year by trainer Gordon Corey,
sent the Thorpe Hanover colt, who finishing third gave him a bankroll
won his previous start in 1:57 4/5 at of $40,000in six outings. While the
the Meadowlands, into the early cinderella colt perhaps settled for a
lead. Case who had tucked Trusty bridesmaid role in the Hopeful, Case
Blaze in, made a quick move past is now aiming the colt for the
the first turn following Seilson Sagamore at Roosevelt.
Regent on the outside.
In the Hopeful Consolation race
With a track slowed by rains for $20,000,Maxbeit Brigadier got
during the day, George S. set the the victory with Wally Mcllmurray
early fractions of 30, 1:00 1/5 and in the sulky in 2:04 4/5. Trusty Star
1:30 4/5 despite the heavy winds. cut the early fractions of 293/5, 1:01,
Down the backside, Trusty Blaze 1:32 4/5 but picked up fifth money
who raced nearly the entire mile on for Case.
****************************************
,.

•*

STANDING AT STUD

•

Maine Eligible Stallions
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Pacer - H.T. JOHN
(Henry T. Adios • Poplar Nana)
Pacer - WESTRIDGE TONY
(Keystone Gemini • W estridge · York)
Trotter - JELLY APPLE
(Speedy Somolli • Appropriate)
Contact: C. Paul Mullen Tel. 207-488-2292
Westridge Rd •• Easton. Me. 04740

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

•
•
•
•
•
•
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A Tough New England Invitational Pacer

TRAVELIN BOY
p.2:00.lh $238,442
( Adios Boy • Vermont Dream)

Watch For His Two Year Olds In 1984
They Are Training Terrific.
A Sound, GOod-gaited Sire Passes
These Qualities On To His Foals
Fee: $500
Skipper Knox

In 1984

CIANCHETTE STABLE
Is Offering The Premier
Pacing Stallion ,,,,, .... ll"'""u ... , ~·

SKIPPER KNOX

Contact: WHISPERING PINES STABLE
Nancy and Brooks Smith
511 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, Me. 04105
Tel. 207- 797-9524

BOOKING FOR 1984
Travelin Boy

p.3, 2:00.4m
(Meadow Skipper 1:55.1 • Knight Knox 2:01)

for A Very Reasonable
$750 Fee
Also Standing

The Extremely Well Bred
Trotter

THE FIREBALL
T. 2:10h
[Speedy Scot 1:56.4 • Honor Donut 2:05.2)

For A Fee Of $500
You Are Welcome To Come
Visit Our Facility In
Pittsfield, Maine

For Bookings Call 207-487-5810
Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders
Stakes and New England Sulky
Championships

All Foals Eligible To Maine and

ew England Sulky Championships

•
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Two Year Olds
AUSTINFARMSJoe Clohassey,trainer
Allon's Y (Kawartha Mon Ami - Cindy Alden)
Bold Impression (Lindy's Crown - P.Q.'s Girl)
Plu Perfect (Flying Bret - Busy Bee Joan)
Tennis Miss (Set Point - Dosie Dares)2:45
WILLIAMA. EMERSONSTABLE
Meg Collins (Escort - Jean Collins)
Ready Fella (Precious Fella - Fire When Ready)
Re=al Blue (Cool Wind- Model Way)
DOt, GRASSSTABLESMarcia Bardon, trainer
Freshman (Songman- Laurie F.)
Riv Lea Coral Dale (Coral Ridge - ShadydaleFrisky)
Townshead (SpeedySomolli- Miss Bangor)
Wingate (Precious Fella - Sally Dupre)

3:00
2:42
2:45
2:52
2:·42
2:45
3:00
2:42
2:45
2:45

Little River Farm
Gordon Corey Stable
2 YR. OLDS
3:00 TRUSTYWISEGUY (Trusty Dream - Ardina Sterling)
Robert Cain - Assoc.; Cumberland, Me.
3:00 DEERFUL (Skipper Glenn - Corgen Fulla Time)
Robert Thompson,Manhasset, N.Y.
2:47 RONSTADT(General Star - Tender Hanover)
Charles Ginsberg, N.Y. N.Y.
Jog BUNSENBURNER Oil Burner (Flirtation Walk)
Saddie Rock Stables, Great Neck, N.Y.
Jog MICHAEL'SGEM (Precious Fella - Not Recorded)
Max Gerson
\
3 YR. OLDS
ENTLEE TARA (Lord Tar Heel- Entlee Cindy Babe)
Frank Quinn, Westbrook,Me.
Gary Hobbs, Auburn, Me.
LAVISHBUNNY(B.G.'s Bunny - Lavish Lady)
Basil Kellis, Wells, Me.
Frank Daughan, Wells, Me.
Don HolsappleStable
2 YR. OLDS
HEIDI JO SKIPPER (MountainSkipper - DeLeonCindy
Heidi Jo Stable
Arisaig (Skipper Knox - Not Recorded)
Louis Constantine& Dr. McDonald
3 YR. OLDS
HEIDI JO BIG BOY (Skipper Knox - Saratoga Jane)
Heidi Jo Stable
FAIR STARESCORT(Happy Escort - Star Widow)
Don Holsapple

Lollypaloosa(ColumbiaGeorge-SaraGo and Walter Case Jr. go for a record mile
at Bangor Raceway.

Flashbacks .•.

By K.C.JOHNSON

Lollypaloosa

One of the top horses that ever Lollypaloosa's
worst year of his
raced on the Maine Breeders' Stakes career. Susi shipped him to Foxboro
circuit
since
its
inception, where he raced in $6000-$7000
Lollypaloosa (Columbia George- claimers with mild success. He was
Sara Go) has been one of the most then sold to the River Oaks Stable of
consistent pacers in the northeast Deland, Florida. But a return to his
over the past seven years.
. old form was not possible, and he
Lollypaloosa started his career at steadily went down in the claiming
Presque Isle on June 24, 1977,when, ranks. By late September, he was
for driver Ray Ireland, he beat down· to racing $2500 claimers and
maidens (including Speedy Jill) by had only $1500 earned. Although he
ten lengths in 2: 11. The majority of got a little sharper at the end of the
his races after that were Maine 2- year, 1981 ended with no wins, two
year-old colt stakes, where he seconds, three thirds, and $2391
battled The Insider for the top spot. earned.
His top race of the year was at
Lollypaloosa began to come back
Scarborough on July 13 when he just in 1982. Under the tutilege of new
nipped The Insider in a seasonal driver Chris Anderson, he got exmark of 2:08.1. However, his per- tremely sharp as he moved up to a
formance tailed off as the year $6000claimer. His best race was on
drew on, and he concluded the year May 11, when he went wire-to-wire
with five wins and $5,121earned. He to win in 2:01.4 (his fastest mile in
ended up second to The Insider for almost three years). However, after
seasonalhonors.
May, he did not win another race
Lollypaloosa's
three-year-old until December. The year concluded
campaign was perhaps his most with Walter Case, Jr. back driving
successful year. After animpressive his old star, eventually buying him.
thirteen length victory over Romeo For 1982,Lollypaloosa earned $6219.
Jqhn at Cumberland, the Maine
1983
marked
Lollypaloosa's
Stakes season began. Lollypaloosa triumphant return to Maine. His
was upset in the first leg by Two first race back was a 2: 13.3 win over
Clubs, but then went on to capture Hunter Hill Jerry and Rebel Ralph.
six races in a row including a 2: 01.4 He . had an incredibly successful
victory at Bangor, which was a new Lewiston spring meet, where he won
track record. He was then shipped to five and had two seconds. He took a
Roosevelt, but after four poor starts spring mark of 2:05.1 by beating
there he returned to Maine but his Snappy Kandy and Amor Man.
early-year magic was gone. The When Case went to Monticello, so did
only victory he could record was a Lollypaloosa ..
GordonCorey and Deerful (SkipperGlenn-CorgenFulla Time) a two year old filly. 2:03.1 win at Farmington. The year
After two Monticello wins in his
ended with $10,595earned.
first 'two starts there, Lollypaloosa
For 1979, owner Roosevelt Susi was claimed by Minerva Lake of
decided to ship Lollypaloosa to Lebanon, New Jersey. For new
Brandywine, and he responded. His driver Arthur Lake,· he was also
top race there was on May 22 when successful. His. top" race for Lake
he beat a non-winners of $11,000 was on Jlll!e 22, wheri he won, pacing
pacers in a new lifetime mark of away, by three lengths in 2:02.2,
2:01.,3. The rest of his Brandywine although parked .all the way.
season was poor, however, and he Lollypaloosa was then claimed by
returned to Maine. He .won an In- Barbara Catena. After just two
vitational at Bangor before retiring starts for Catena, though, he broke
for the year.
down. His racing future is now in
During
1980,
Lollypaloosa doubt. Lollypaloosa earned almost
remained almost entirely in Maine, $12,000in1983:
where he traveled the fair circuit.
However, even if Lollypaloosa
The year got off to a blistering start does not make it back to racing, the
at Lewiston with four straight wins. contribution he made to Maine
He took his mark at Bangor in 2:03 racing will be difficult to match.
for .driver Walter Case, Jr. 1980 Hopefully, he may return to his
, _.eon eluded with .. $7,633 earned- .and native state to .stand stud. He.. would· • ,
eight wills in just eighteen startS: - ~ be a welcome addition- to the Maine
D n Holsapple and Fair Star Escort <HappyEscort-Star Widow), enjoy a Joa.
1981, though, turned out to be Stakes' sires list.
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1984 Early Closing Program
THE NORTHERN MAINE FAIR ASSQCIATION, INC.
Monday, August 6, 1984 -

The "TRUSTY' DREAM" Pace
$2;000. Added - Estimated $3,200.
Open to two year olds of 1984 that are Maine or Maritime owned

Nominations: $50.00 due April 15, 1984
Declaration: $25.00 due August 3, 1984
Plus: The owner of the winning horse will receive a free breeding for the
1985 season to "TRUSTY DREAM", one of Maine's outstanding sires of early colt speed. "TRUSTY DREAM" is standing at Brooks Smith's Farm in
Falmouth, Maine.

Tuesday, August 7, 1984 -

The "BIG LEAGUE STAR" Pa.ce
$2,000 Added· Estimated $3,200.
Open to three year olds of 1984 that are Maine or Maritime owned

RULES
1. The Northern Mai~e Fair reserves the right to cancel the event if fewer
than fifteen ( 15) nominations for each event are received by April 15,
1984. In such event each nominator shall be refunded fees.
2. Each race to be contested in one division unless more than ten (IO)
horses declare in, in which case, event shall be divided into divisions with
each division going for an equal share of the purse. Should more than ten
(10) horses declare to start, they will be divided first by sex, then, if
necessary, by lot.
3. If less than five (5) separate betting interests are declared in to start in
each event, horses declared in and. ready to race shall be entitled and share
equally all added _ monies, and event shall be cancelled with the track
retaining original purse.
4. One mile dash. Purses divided as follows: 50-25-12-8-5.
5. All nomination and declaration fees to be added _to the purse.
6. Not more than two (2) horses from one stable will be eligible to start in
each division.
7. All heats to be governed by State of Maine and U.S.T.A. rules and
regulations.

Nominations: $50.00 due April 15, 1984
Declaration: $25.00 due August 4, 1984
Plus: The owner of the winning horse will receive a free breeding for the
1985 season to "BIG LEAGUE STAR", one of the leading stake colt sires in
the state of Maine. "BIG LEAGUE STAR" is standing the 1984 season at
Bruce McGee's Farm, New Gloucester, Maine.

Friday, August 10, 1984

The "GEORGE ALLEN" Pace
$2,000. Added - Estimated $3,200.
Open to four and five year olds in 1984 that are Maine or Maritime owned

Nominations: $50.00 due April 15, 1984
Declaration: $25.00 due August 7, 1984
Plus: The owner of the winning horse will receive a free breeding for the
1985 season to "GEORGE ALLEN", p. 2, 2:00.l; 3 Tl:53-1:57.2. "GEORGE
ALLEN" will stand his first seas_on at Dana Irving Farm, West Grove, Pennsylvania, for a service fee of $2,000. This is a royally bred horse by
Meadow Skipper out of the world champion mare, Romalie Hanover by
Dancer Hanover.

George Allen

p. 3, T.T. 1:53 (Meadow Skipper· Romalie Hanover)

PLEASE: Make checks payable to: Northern Maine Fair, .Early Closer Program (U.S. Funds)
MAIL TO: Belinda Carter RFD No. 1, Box 186A Caribou, Maine 04736
For further information call Bob Irving, 493-4428, Belinda Carter, 496-5221 or Doug Thompson, 532-2096
r-----------------------------------------------------ENTRY·----------------------------------------------------1
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MAINE ST AND ARD BRED BREEDERS ST AKES
The Maine Standardbred Breeders and Owners Association held their annual meeting and banquet in Lewiston on Feb. 11. The following received awards.

Tony Aliberti, M.S.B.O.A. publicity director, presents the Two Year Old Trotter
award for Knotch Hill Skipper and the Broodmare of the Year award for April
Colden to Robert Knox of Lebanon, Maine.

President Wilbur Hammond presents the Individual Broodmare Award to Mr. &
Mrs. Thomas Aceto in memory of the producing dam; Meadow Beauty.

Outgoing president, Wilbur Hammond, presents incoming president, Loring Nor- Gerry Smith presents the Two Year Old Pacing Colt Award to Marilyn Branagan
ton with the Three Year Old Pacing Filly Award for Suffolk Lark.
who accepts for Gaelic Blazon in the absence of owner, Elmer Ballard.

David Ingraham accepts the Three Year Old Paelne Colt Award from Dana
Childs for Valerie's Beano owned by George Robinson. Also absent was Clyde!
Crane who received the Two Year Old Pacing Filly Award for Jodi Overlook.

Robert Knox presents the award for three year old trotter to Alberta and Jean
Emerson for the high money earning T.·W. Happiness.
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. . . , .,_ . . Y 0UNG MEADOW FARM

OWNI

Proudly Presents

William and ]

COPTER LOBELL 2,2:01.2,3,n:s7.4
Fastest 3-Year-Old Trotting Son of

SPEEDY SOMOLLI

1:55 Out Of CONNIE

LOBELL

2,2:01.2, 3,2:06.4h By NOBLE

VICTORY

4,1:55.3

I

Owners William and Mary Young congratulate driver; Howard Beissinger on the 1:57.4 time trial of Copter Lobell; held by farm manager;

Copter Lobell
Austin Farm, Comish, NH
Beals, Everett-Granby, CT (20)
Carver, David - Colts Neck, NJ
Galvis, Jean - Northfield, MA
Ganz, Norman - Newton Highlands, MA
DiStefano, Jos. - Greenfield, MA
Gomarlo, Clara - W. Swanzey, NH
Guidette, Andrei - Wilbraham, MA
Grass, Dr. A. - W Brattleboro, VT
Houle Farm - Montague, MA (2)
Houle Farm & Nicholson - MA&CT
KC Farm, L. Carberry - MA
Lang, Walter - Salem, NH

2, 2:01-3, T. 1:57.4

I

Ernie Houle.

Mares Booked To Young 1\1

Marashia, Peter- Westminster, MA
Mariorisi, Robert - Norton, MA
McBain, Linda - Nassau, NY
Mougin, Bruce - Montague, MA
Nicholson, B&W Jr. - E. Granby, CT
Phaneuf, Richard - Ballouville, CT
Pineault, Alfred - Winchendon, MA
Raia, Francis - Tolland, CT
Rankin, Mrs. R. - Voluntown, CT
Smith, Richard - White Hall, NY
Squires, Stillman - Brattleboro, VT
Van Buren, Thomas - Barnstable, MA
Wood, Paul- White River Jct, VT (2)

Young Meadow Farm would like to thank their many friends and fellow horse

We urge that if you have not already booked your mare, please do so ir

Get Acquainted Fee $1,000

For More Inion

This Stud's For You!

Ernie Hool«
( 413) 5~
All Foals Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes, New England Sulky

-..- . . . . .- .._."Your New England Center Fo
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Pai

YOUNG MEADOW FARM·

:RS:
~ary Young

Welcomes
National Season's Record Holder

CHARO'S SKIPPERp.3, 1:55.2
MEADOW SKIPPER

p,1:55.1

CHARO

p,3,1:57.1

By BEST

OF ALL

p,1:56.2

Charo's Skipper poses in the winners circle at the Meadowlands after a new lifetime mile in 1:55.2, before beginning his stallion career at Young Meadow Farm

'eadow Farm Stallions
Ackmen, Beverly - New York, NY
Austin Farm, Cornish, NH
Beals, Everett- Granby, CT (2)
Bassett, Walter - CT
Card, Andrew - Billerica, MA
Carberry, Lorayne-Milton, MA (2)
Chamberlain, Phoebe - VT
Childs, Richard - Williamsbrg, MA
Connolly, J&L - Wrentham, MA
Davis, Glenn - Hinsdale, NH
Dawson, Joseph - Leominster, MA
Farrar, M~ry ~n - ~rentham, MA

Charo's Skipper
Frost, E&D - Middleboro, MA (2)
Gallagher, Mary Ann - Orange City, FL
Gaucher, Carol - Spencer, MA
Goodband, Clifford - Dedham, MA
Goodell, Morton - W Swanzey, NH
Grass, Dr. A - W Brattleboro, VT
Gravel, Harold - Southbridge, MA
Guidette, Donald - Winchendon, MA
Hayes, Susan - Putney, VT
Holloway, L&C - Suffield, CT
Houle Farm - Montague, MA
Holmes, Mary - Granby, CT
Chase, L.E. - NH

p. 3, 1:55.2

Ingellis, Matthew - Haydenville, MA
Kelson, Andrews - Plainville, MA
LeBlanc, Leonard - Leominster, MA
Mariorisi, Robert - Norton, MA
Marshall, Manny - Woonsocket, RI
Macconnell, Betty - W Brookfd, MA
McCall, Jerry - Methuen, MA
Mooreshead, Cynthia - Foxboro, MA
Olson, Susan - Brookfield, MA
Oyefsky, Michael - Gloversville, NY
Plant, P&J - Spofford, NH
Pletcher, Lewis - Hillsboro, NH
Proulx, Archie - Hatfield, MA

nen who have already booked to these fine stallions.
1

mediately so we may accomodate you.

nation Contact

Get Acquainted Fee $1,000.

~,Manager
~9-3900

This Stud's For You!

Championships and Young Meadow Farm Stakes

r

Standar.dbr~d ·B~eeding''

Polubiatka, John
Raia, Francis - Tolland, CT
Ryan, Terry
Seigars, Dick - ME
Shaw, Mike
Sherr, Richard - White Hall, NY
Shumway, Robert - Worcester, MA
Smith, Richard - White Hall, NY
Thoren, Elaine-Orange, MA (2)
Wanczyk, Joseph - Hadley, MA
Wood, Paul - White River Jct.,VT
We Four Stable - Franklin, MA
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The Maine Circuit

''Join The Class Of '87 ! "

The first two weeks of the 1984 Dude Goodblood and Bobby
season were a smashing success in Sumner tied for Driver of the Month
terms of both handles and per- honors. Each drove three pacers to
formances on the track. A new 85 or higher ratings
during
record for total handle was set on February. Goodblood did it twice
opening day at Lewiston Raceway with Bobino Bell and once with
while pacer Luck's Lazy Lady and Orma M. Sumner did it twice with
trotter B.B. Cicero set high stan- Luck's Lazy Lady and once with
dards for early season form.
Aaron's Danny Boy.
The season opened with a bang Russell Wing Jr .. an~ Paul Ba_ttis
when $199,732 was wagered at each reached magic figures twice.
Lewiston Sunday, Feb. 12. At the Wing did it with Race Me Fritz and
end of the first two weeks, Lewiston Race Me April. Battis did it with
was $202,735ahead of last year's B.B.'sHighNoteandB.B.Cicero.
record pace.
Shawn Hanley is Trainer of the
The horses also performed above Month. His Luck's Lazy Lady
expectations. Luck's Lazy Lady won reached magic figures three times.
her first three starts and became Battis, Willis Nichols and Glenn
only the third pacer ever to reach 100 Deletetsky each reached magic
on the Al-Var speed scale during the figures twice. Battis had B.B.'s High
monthofFebruary.
Note and B.B. Cicero. Nichols had
The five-year-old daughter of Bobino Bell twice. Deletetsky scored
Scotch Banker paced the mile in 2: 07 with Race Me April and Race Me
over an "off" track Sunday, Feb. 26. Fritz.
The variant was 26 which gave The Bobino Bell was the biggest surLady a 100 Al-Var speed rating. The prise of February. The six-year-old
other two pacers to reach 100 in gelded son of American Adios had a
February were Another Blaze and high Al-Var speed rating of 101 last
Bet U Win.
year but did not reach that figure
Bet U Win reached 101 on Feb. 15, until his 19th race. This year, he had
1981 with Billy Parker in the bike. a 98 before the end of February. He
Another Blaze reached 108 on Feb. is owned and trained by Willis W.
22, 1981 with Frank Woodbury in the Nichols of Wiscasset.
bike. That still is the all-time Leonard Pooler, Lewiston general
February record.
manager, is planning one or two
B.B. 's High Note became only the $5,000 invitations for later in the
second trotter ever to reach 75 on the meet. The third annual World
Al-Var speed scale in February Driving Championship also is in the
when she won the feature trot in works.
2:09.2 on Sunday, Feb. 19. The
variant was 13 and that gave B.B.'s
Pacers. that posted . an Al-Var
High Note a 75 Al-Var speed rating. speed rating of 8~ or high~r, for a
That tied the February record set by wmmng trip, during the first two
Auntie Teen, with Freeman Parker weeks of the 1984 season follow:
dri~ng,ooFeb.U,H~.
Luck'sLaeyLady,R.Sumn&
100
Luck's Lazy Lady posted speed Bobino Bell•. D. Good.blood
98
ratings over 85 three times in Race Me Fritz, R. Wmg Jr.
95
February to earn Al-Var Pacer of Mighty Von, D. Gray
94
the Month honors. The Lady is Luck's Lazy Lady, R. Sumner
92
owned by Peter K. Hanley of Gar- Orcma M., D. Goodblood
89
diner. Shawn Hanley is the trainer, Luck's Lazy Lady, L. Fitch
89
Bobby Sumner took over the driving Aaron's Danny Boy, R. Sumner
89
after Leigh Fitch suffered a frac- Vandelero, R. Bartlett
89
tured wrist in a spill at Lewiston Hardwood Bret, F. Parker
88
Feb. 19.
Bobino Bell, D. Goodblood
87
Only two trotters were able to B.B. Cicero, P. Battis
87
surpass 65 on the Al-Var speed scale Jessie Rich, D.T. Sumner
87
for February, B.B.'s High Note and Race Me April. R. Win_g Jr.
86
My Nite Song. B.B.'s High Note was Overkiss, C. Lemieux
85
Trotter of the Month by virtue of Trotters that posted an Al-Var
having the highest rating.
speed rating of 65 or higher, for a
A five-year-old daughter of Texas, winning trip, during the first two
B.B.'s High Note is owned, trained weeksofthe1984seasonfollow:
75
and driven by Paul Battis of Dover, B.B.'s High Note, P. Battis
69
N.H.
My Nite Song, L. Norton

s T'EPH.EN 0
Breed To

.

•

P•

J 58
:

(Most Hanny
r r Fella - Edith· Mari·on)
·
F ee $ J ' 000 - L lVe
• Foal
Mares Already Booked For 1984:
Full Sister To The Andover Story p. 1:58.3
Full Sister To Valeries Beano p. 2:01.3
Armbro Aster p .. 2:00.4
Take The Gate p. 2:05
Silent Partner p. 2:05
Flaming Bret's Star p. 2:05.4
Keep Moving p. 2:05.4 Etc.
Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes
And New England Sulky Championships

FERNALD STOCK FARM
West Poland, Me. 04291
Home: 201-782-4227,
Farm: 207 • 998-4 7 69
~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-~

Two- Year-Olds Available
by

MOUNTAIN E.P. p. 2:02.I
(Rivaltime-

White Dale)

This stallion took his lifetime mark at nine, was projected early as a sub-2:00 pacer. As
a three year old raced with bowed tendons that would have stopped any other horse.
Yo.u'~e see? hi~ race! Have two handsome sons by this gutsy pacer. Both eligible and
paid 1? Mame Sire Stakes and New England Sulky Championship. Have too many horse
to tram. They are for sale or will give one of these for the training of the other. Your
choice, any reasonable offer considered.

Can he seen at LAVISH ACRES, Greene, Me. Frank Withee, Mgr.

............-For more information call: 617-944-6388.

Foals Of The Month

SIRE

DAM

SEX

OWNER

FEBRUARY

A weanling filly by Bold Kid out of the mare, Yankee Blue Girl owned by Fred
Gould of Fryeburg.
•
1 •

Persuadable
Trusty Dream
Stephen 0.
Stephen 0.
Skipper Knox
Stephen 0.
Stephen 0.
Stephen 0.
Stephen 0.
Rebel Bret
Holland
Rebel Bret
Bold Kid
Bold Kid
SteP.hen0.

.

Quick Star
Hanlon Missy
Greenacres Bunny
New England
Lou Can Tangle
Chauncy Matilda
KeepMovin'
Flaming Bret Star
Keystone Nymph
White Oasis
Mattuta
Bouncing Bet
Lady Viking
Yankee Blue Girl
Chauncy Malilda

Colt
Filly
Colt
Colt
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt

Tom Perkins
Ronald Smith
Harold Ralph
Arthur Nason
Charlie Day
Fernald Farm
Fernald Farm
Empire Acres
Empire Acres
Jean Emerson
Alberta Emerson
Jean Emerson
Cindy Lewis
Fred Gould
· Fernala Farm

FP~boro -

Monticello News
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As a young boy I
loved amusement parks. I loved to
ride the ferris wheel, dodge'rn cars,
and the merry-go-rouL- For me,
going to an amusemen. !'ark was
like travelling to a fantasy land, a
world filled with ice cream,. cotton
candy, and exciting rides.
So when Foxboro Raceway's
· starter, Dale Childs, invited me to
join her in the starter's car, I
jumped at the opportunity. We
decided on Sunday, January 22,
Superbowl Sunday, as the day I
would ride in the starter's car with
Dale and her driver, Eddie Letendre.
·
On the appointed day, I met Dale
and Eddie in the paddock area. The
three of us went over to the starter's
car, a specially equipped, '76 Dodge
Brougham. Eddie got into the front
seat, Dale and I wriggled into the
back. Eddie maneuvered the car
onto the track, checking his dials,
and making sure that the car's
wings opened and closed. In the
meantime, Dale is looking over the
afternoon's first race to see if there
are
any problem horses or
"breake:s."
TipOver (l~ft), ~riv~n by ~ill Fitzgerald, originally of Massachusetts, and Handy Passkey, (right) with Chet Williams Jr ..
ini:et~;ih~~~~~r~~c1:.e
b~!u~~ ~~~ come to flnlshline simultaneously in the 3rd Annual Broadway Pace held over Monticello's main thoroughfare. Feb. 26th.

ff ff I R epor t

grandstand, we position ourselves in
"M an· Of Th e Year"
front of the clubhouse. After a slight
• • •
delay, starter Childs calls out to the
horsemen "All ready for 'em
Tonight you bestow honor upon a the Sires Stakes Committee, he program, as well as other fargentleme~ ... all ready for 'em.'" Th~ m~n who truly deserve,~the awards convinced the Ohio track operators reaching reforms, was brought to
horses and drivers head back bem~, ~resented, but Man of t!'te to initiate a voluntary Ohio Sires fruition.
Time does not permit reciting the
toward the car and then go past. ':"ear i~ far to? na~row a ~esc:rip- Stake program with the tracks
Childs calls out to the drivers, "Turn tion to flt Bob Sidley s contributions putting up token added money. This additional advances that were made
the eight." The drivers turn their to our sport and to the persons who humble beginning led to legislation under Bob's leadership in .Ohio, but
in 1975that created the Ohio Stan- there were many.
horses and head back toward the participate in that sport.
Bob went on to become president
starter's car.
Bob Sidley has been a man of dardbred Development Fund, which
iri
1983
resulted
in
Ohio
Sires
Stakes
of
Harness Horsemen International. ..
The car is now moving, creeping .many yeat In the standardbred
forward, as the horses continue to mdustr.y·
.
.
. events with purses of over $2.5 He brought financial stability to the
organization, expanded the inmove into position. we pick up speed
In his. native stat~ of. Oh10 his million being offered.
Under Bob's leadership, a com- surance programs, modernized the
as we swing into the clubhouse turn. lea~ership
has inspired and
The sound of "clop, clop, clop" motivated horsemen for over a plete survey of Ohio's standardbred computer facilities, increased the
becomes louder and louder as the decade. In January of 1975, when he industry was undertaken in all 88 attendance at meetings, dealt with
horses approach the gate. We're became presiden~ of t!'te. O~io counties by volunteer workers. For ~he medication issue, and most
moving faster now. As we pass the Harness Horsemen s Association, its the first time, every head, every importantly, brought a new sense of
recall pole at the top of the membership stood at. 435. By horse, every farm was counted. That harmony to the group. Members
backstretch, starter Childs calls out January of 1978 wh~n his te~m en- survey showed the Ohio industry to smiled, . talked with each other,
to the drivers "We're goin' on out ded, the membership had risen to be worth nearly $400 million, and the worked together and got things
get 'em all in.'~
' 2600.Prio.r t.o that, as a di:r;ectorof survey formed the basis upon which done. In short, he was a man for the
As we hit the backstretch, we're the Association, and as chairman of legislation for the first Sires Stakes times.
really starting to accelerate. The
A Ride In The Starter's Car
car's probably doing 20 to 25 mph,
but it feels more like 40. The starter's car is now approaching the
5/sthspole, we're seconds away from
the start of the race.
For a moment, time seems to
stand still. I look back at the horses.
Their teeth are clearly visible, their
nostrils flared, their faces indelible
1
etched in my mind. I can't help to
think what athletes they are,
straining for every ounce of energy.
The horses seem entranced, fixed in
their purpose. They're like athletes
in the arena, set in their task,
oblivious to their surroundings. The
sound of the horses' hooves is
deafening now. I feel once again like
a young boy looking back at one of
the horses on the merry-go-round,
and suddenly - they're off! Eddie
quickly accelerates to get out of the
horses' way.
We follow the horses around the
track. My body presses against the
side of the car as we bank around the
turns. I'm on the merry-go-round
again - only this time the horses are
on the track and I'm in the starter's
car. The horses are in the stretch
now and heading for the wire, driver
and horse straining for every last
yard. Then, as quickly as it began,
it's over. The race is over. The ride
is over. Time to get off.. Back to · ,
,
reality/-•.'. l3.f {" t
I ) ~
u u ' ~' ") .. l Horses line up for starter1Dale Childs at 'Foxbo;~ Ra~e~~y, 5·~c~~d ~f~re ih~
.fold fo~ qtd~~

·

'1~·i1lll l I itrl
... 1 lrl l

1 •-""111111

~#

wi~g~

a~

.b\il;."".:.
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S9uth Florida Training Center

New Englanders In Florida
J. W ~ Trai!)ing Center

Zouave (Nero-Honest Miracle) a handsome stud colt owned by Jim Doherty and
Bill Rosenberg is shown by Glen Johnson, Asst. Trainer for the Howard
Beissinger Stable.

Rocky T._ Time (Good Time Boy-Dariel B.) a handsome two year old pacing colt
;and Todd Roon~y of the Onion River Stable.
_
·

Pompano Park~
____....-.-.-

--

~

Leo Pillsbury and Peachbottom (Oil Burner-Gidget Lobell) top two year old pacing filly who is a full sister to No Nukes p. 1:52.1

Demaro Goldrunner (B. G.'s Bunny-Lisa Mona) jogs for Bill Sivert, previous to a
speedy training session in 2:01.4.

Phyllis Hodgkins and the broodmare Barbie Swift at Don Daniels farm in Oviedo,
Florida.

French Blue (No No Yankee-Angelic Star) a two year old pacing colt owned by
Paul Fonta~e is jogged by Henry Molinari

Ted TayJQr .and a t:..} ting colt by. Arnie Al ahurst that be is training at Spring ..... P.riscUla and. Arnold ..Miles with Succe s Ballet (sOut
Garden R.:-,c:l dur~g the rioter months.
nice two year old trotting filly.

Northeast Harness News

1500 New Directions

ON THE RAIL

by

P.HIL PINES,

Director

Arnold Palmer dedicated a new leaders as well as the butcher, the
golf course, a course which he baker - but I'm not certain about
created, at the PGA National Golf any candlestick makers.
Club just the other day. The All of this "letting the world
dedication took place at the first tee, know" business comes under the
a few steps away from the PGA heading of marketing, a very
., Sheraton Resort in Palm Beach popular word spoken around the
Gardens, Florida where a couple sport these days. Peter Engel,
hundred harness racing people were president of the American Conattending the annual Harness sulting Corporation (ACC), spent an
Tracks of America conference. hour telling track managers, supEvery mother's child of them would pliers and service people - men and
have enjoyed watching Arnie tee off women who cover the broad specalmost as much as the master golfer trum of harness racing - that his
. would have enjoyed sitting in on the company's purpose was to show how
harness racing conference. Arnold attendance could be increased at
Palmer has been an owner of stan- harness tracks. But he stressed that
dardbreds for years and likes to : the entire industry must work
climb aboard a sulky now and then together for their marketing plan to
to practice what he doesn't preach.
work - he paid tribute to Bill
Perhaps the most important Rosenberg whose aggressive spirit
subject at the HTA gathering was is bernnd the whole marketing efjust that - telling the world that fort. Then the man from ACCbegan
celebrities such as Arnie Palmer are to spell it out.
part of the standardbred scene. Not Engel made some points that all
only sports figures but personalities those attending were aware of: the
form the political and entertainment industry has been declining; only 5
arenas, industrial and business percent of the North American

New Hampshire Meeting And Banquet
N.H.S.B.O.A. Meeting & Banquet
was held on February 18th at the
Highway Hotel in Concord,N.H.
New board members elected for
three years were Gordon DuBois,
and Bill Faucher; re-elected were
Jeanne Ferland, Bruce Gilbert, H.
Perley Harriman. Appointedto fill a
two year term was Walter Wheeler.
Officers re-elected for 1984 were
Wallace Tefft, Pres. Bruce Gilbert,
Vice Pres. Jeanne Ferland Sec.
Treas.
Mr. Joseph Sullivan III of Hinsdale Raceway was honored as
"N.H. Man of the Year" by the
Association. Present were members
of the Racing Commission, plus
legislators of N.H. were very well
represented.
Commissioner
of
Agriculture, Steven Taylor was
present as was Gen. Mgr. Tom
Sheehan Asst. Gen. Mgr. Richard
Johnson and Kevin Rielly from
Hinsdale Raceway. Mr. Joseph
Sullivan Jr. was there to help honor
his son, "Man of the Year". It was
one of the best attended banquets
N.H. has had in three years, with
over 275 guests in attendance.
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public considers harness racing a
The use of new technologies was
spectator sport (as compared to evident during these discussions.
football, baseball, basketball). And Words like transponder, uplink,
he said: "People don't think about microwave and satellite tranharness racing."
smissions all crept into the dialogue,
Then he sounded a chorus of op- reminding everyone that they soon
timism. "The industry can grow," will be required to learn a new
he said. "It can be an enjoyable language. Bob Levy of the Atlantic
sport, not just a betting attraction." City Raceway observed there are
What followed was a ten point just as many people at his track
program on how to create a harness watching the races on television
racing awareness across the land. If monitors as there are those watthe major organizations subscribe to ching live action. Which makes one
the idea and "think marketing", it is wonder if future generations will
possible that washing machines will believe that reality only exists on a
bear the names of famous horses, television screen.
children will lay their heads' on The Meadows, which supplies
pillows adorned with pictures of harness racing to the western
Pittsburgh
area,
champion trotters or pacers, and Pennsylvania,
everyone 'will be wearing designer believes an educated fan is a
necessity and so Terry Bove, the
jeans bearing horsey themes on the track's VP and GM, told of their
rump. (Shades of the day of old Dan nightly TV show which is tied
Patch!)
together with the telephone betting.
There was a lot of talk, too, about "Sometimes Roger Huston, the
telephone betting
and simul- show's host, will ask a number of
casting-that's when pictures of live fans the same question to get an idea
racing are transmitted to other of their knowledge of the sport." He
locations (another rack or betting proceeded to show a TV clip in which
parlors).
Roger Jolicoeur, the Roger Huston asked: "What is a
executive VP of Blue Bonnets breast collar?" He gave no clue that
Raceway in Montreal, spoke about it was a piece of equipment worn by
the time they had a power failure at a harness horse. One guy had a
his track and the effect it had on the couple of answers: "They're the
telephone betting system. He no same color as the rest of the body.
sooner finished talking than ~he Oh, COLLAR! I thought you said
power failed throughout the entire 'color'. Well, Dolly Parton would
hotel. "It's following me," he wear them when she's jogging.''
We've got a lot of educating to do.
quipped.

New Hampshire Sire Stakes Awards
2 Yr. Trotting Colt

DEDE'S BLITZY

Wm. McNamara, W. Lebanon, NH
Armas Kainu, Greenfield, NH

2 Yr. Pacing Filly
Z Yr. Pacing Colt

JUMPINJUDO
MR. R.F.D. MAC
J.S. RIDGE

Jean & Pete Burling, Comish, NH
Wm. McNamara, W. Lebanon, NH
Perley Plante, Spofford, NH

2 Yr. Trot.ting Filly GOTTA GO MAC

J. Richard Colby, Newburyport, MA
Cola Allen & Daniel Carlisle, Jr.
Exeter, NH

3 Yr. Trotting Filly CLEGG AN
3 Yr. Trotting Colt MR. EXETER

-3 Yr. Pacing Filly
3 Yr. Pacing Colt

Joseph E. Sullivan Ill
"Man Of The Year"

Robert Milky, Granby, CT
Donald Schultze, Dover, NH

TRUE FACTS
QUICK PROGRESS

Special
DISTINGUISH SERVICE AWARD
Joseph Sullivan, III

Special
DRIVER A WARD
Eddie Gilman

'················································---··---····-··············································---·-----~

:

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP

!

Yearling Nominations- Payment Due: May 15, 1984 Fee-$25.00

:

HORSES NAME

''

1

'

2

'''

''
'
'
'':

.SIRE & DAU

''
''
'

'

5

: c/o Robert Ferland Box 799 Berwick, Me. 03901
:
Don't Forget To Register Your Mares
:
Payment Due: Sept. 15, 1984
:\,,,...
Fee-$15.00
Each,,,, , .«. - S,"itti!j,,,
• ••••
,,, ••
•

l

:

3

': Make Checks Payable To N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP

':

'''

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.

''

,

Signature-------------------------,

''
''
''
'

''

Addr~s·-~~~~--~~~-~-~--~-~-~-~~--...'
Phone
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Foxboro News

Prowse Farm Update

ByWALTERD.LEVY

Several generous offers of donated
stallion services for 1984 have come
forth to help save the historic
Prowse Farm from being lost to
industrial development. The Farm,
under ownership in the 1890' s of J.
Malcolm Forbes, was the home of
Peter The Great, Arion, Bingen and
world champion Nancy Hanks.
Forbes
introduced
"selective
breeding'' at this farm.
Presently available to breeders
are three breedings to Second Alert
(Windy Hill Farm, Binghampton,
N. Y.), and one breeding to the
following: League Leader (Bruce
Carroll Farm, Rodney, Ontario)
Spellcaster (Little Farm, Kinderhook, N. Y.), Mountain Skipper
(Saw Mill Stud, Amherst, Mass.),
Viking Tiger (Wilson Farm, Tupperville, Ontario), Royal Prince
(Lunar Farm, Carlisle, Mass.)
Jovial Fella (Elmira, Ontario), and
a breeding to either Copter Lobell or
Charo's Skipper (Young Meadow
Farm, Hadley, Mass.).
Stallion fees to the above sires will
be made payable to Fair Environment
Corporation,
1442
Washington St., Canton, Mass. 02021.
Fair Environment Corporation is a. NewEnglandfavorite,BuckyDaywas honoredrecentlyat the FoxboroRaceway .Homecoming.Day received a placque
tax-exempt, non-profit organization. from Al Thomas director of racing as fellowhorsemenobserve.
Letters of interest or calls on the
donated bookingscan be sent to Fair
FOXBORO- Morning Breeze., a Morning Breeze as the pacers Danville, N.H., but now drives out of
Environment or to 617-784-7130
in six-year-old son of Nero, returning headed down the stretch. Gawain Freehold, New Jersey, scored backcare of Harvey Robbins or Dave to Foxboro Raceway after a month- Butler cut out fractional marks of to-back victories on Sunday afCowens.
long stay at th~ Meadow!an?s, made 29:2, 1:01.1, and 1:~0.4. Morning ternoon's racing program. Day, a
The standard fees on the donated
his h~mecoming , a winning one, ~reeze, ~ho wa~ a~si~ned tl~e out- member of the New England Harservices are: Second Alert, $1,000; capturing SUJ?dars feature. $7,0?()side post in the invitational field of ness Racing Hall of Fame with over
league leader ($2,000 Canadian)
Preferred-Invitational Handicap in seven, was racing last at the quarter 2,500 lifetime wins to his credit,
Spellcaster,
$1,500 (approved
2:01.1. Owned by Roger Slobody of pole, but was out and moving up as finished in a dead heat for first in the
mare); Mountain Skipper, $1,500; West Brookfield, MA and driven to the pacers came by the grandstand 10th race with the Faro brothers'
Viking Tiger, $1,000;Royal Prince,
victo~y by reinsman Pete; Blood, for the fif§r ti.me, \VitP. Gawain five-year-old gelding, Very Extra.
$500; Jovial Fella, $1,000, Charo's
~orning Breeze note.bed. his fourth Butler holdiiig off Uie bids of Day came right back in the 11thrace
Skipp r, $1,000,Copter Lobell $1,000.
vi~t?ry o~ the year in. eight starts Charmax and .Truman, Morning scoring a come-from-behind win
Kindly forward your offer(s).
raising his 1984 earnings total to Breeze made his move down the with a 20-1 longshot named Hasty
Other bookings are still being
$20,000. Morning Breeze took stretch outracing the field to the Yankee.
requested at this time.
command midway through the wire.
Day was formally welcomed back
Fair Environment Corporation
stretch, holding off late b~ds'!>Y J:C.
Foxboro Raceway celebrated to Foxboro Raceway after the afgratefully
acknowledges
the
Baron and Gone By, to gain his third another homecoming Sunday af- ternoon's sixth race
"Bucky "
donations of stallion services made
straight.Foxboro Raceway win.
tern~on as Alfred "Bucky" Day,. an surrounded by his fello~ drivers in
by J.R. Sungenis, Bruce Carroll, Joe
Gawain Butler, winner of last all-time Foxboro Raceway favorite, the winner's circle received a
Gerrity, Arthur Nason, Mike Wilson week's feature pace here at Foxboro returned to the southern New homecoming plaque from Foxboro
Dr. Alexander Savran . and Ernie
Raceway, took the lead at the England oval on February 19th. The Raceway's Director of Racing Al
Houle.
quarter pole, only to give way to 55-year-old Day, who hails from Thomas.
'
~tQ"14.Q'>f.Q'>~~~~Qx.Q'x.QM.Q"H..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~">«O~~tcQ)~~~rfb)(b>r.Q'><r.Q'><~.O--.Q'>t.b>t.~~~~~~~~~

FOR SALE

Standing In Maine For 1984

From

The Regally Bred Trotter

SEA HORSE FARM

GIBSON LOBELL

PACKAGE - Includes: Handsome yearling colt by Mass. sire Peanut
Gallery out of producing Torpid mare. Also includes the Dam in foal to
Cavalcade, due April. (Mass. eligible also). Mare is large excellent
producer of winner of $45,000 etc.
'

3, 2:03.2
. (Noble Victory 1:55.3 - Glee Hanover 2:05.1)

And
The Tough, Game Pacer

YEARLING - February filly by Striking Image out of multiple producing
Tar Heel mare. Florida staked.
'6,500

MILES END JIM
p. 2:00.4
. (Romeo Hanover p. 1:56.1- Nib's Sister p. 2:02.4)

Contact:

SEA HORSE FARM

Newbury, MA 01950

105 High Road

,,

( 617) 462-8540
: ,.

"' ,, ,
{

Stud Fee • Private Contract
For More Information Call

207-282-387 4 Aft~_r 5:00 ~.M.
~

(

.

.t

)

Personality

Profile

FOXBORO - Night and day,
Allen W. Tinkham wears two hats.
By day, the 36-year-old Tinkham
teaches music in the Smithfield
(R.I.) Public Schools. By night, the
Gloucester, R.I. resident serves as
Presiding
Judge
at
Foxboro
Raceway.
Tinkham's main interests, music
and harness racing, have paralleled
one another for nearly 25 years. In
' 1957, when Tinkham was only 10years-old, he was already getting a
start in harness racing grooming a
horse owned by his stepfather,
Charles J aswell. By the time
Tinkham, was in high school, he was
a familiar face at Foxboro Raceway
grooming horses for trainers Harry
Short and Earl Beede.
Tinkham's second love is music more specifically, teaching music.
He's taught instrumental music for
nearly 15 years. As Director of Instrumental Music for the Smithfield
Public Schools, Tinkham speaks
with pride as he talks about his
former students who've gone on to
careers in music. Tinkham's own
musical career began in the early
60's. He was just entering the eighth
grade when he decided he wanted to
take up the clarinet, an instrument
he continued to play throughout his
high school and college days.
By the time Tinkham was ready to
graduate from high school, he was
faced wth a big decision: Do I
continue with harness racing as a
driver-trainer, or do I go on to
college to study music? Tinkham
opted for the latter, enrolling as a
freshman at the University of Rhode
Island. Yet, all the while, Tinkham
maintained his ties with harness
racing, working· summers at Foxboro Raceway. In the late 60's, while
still in college, Tinkham worked for
Foxboro's Paddock Judge, Henry
Plausse.
When Tinkham graduated from
U.R.I. in 1969, he immediately accepted a teaching position as a
music instructor in the Scituate
(R.I.) Public Schools. A year later,
in 1970, he switched over to the
Smithfield school system. He's been
teaching instrumental music there
ever since.
Meanwhile, Tinkham had not
foresaken his other love, harness
racing. At about the time he was
graduating from college, Tinkham
was serving as an assistant paddock
judge. A year later, he was
promoted to patrol judge, a position
Tinkham likens to solitary confinement. In looking back on his
patrol judge years, Tinkham says,
"If anybody can put up with that for
a couple of years, you can do
anything."

By the mid-70's, after four or five
years as patrol judge, Tinkham was
again moving up the judge's ladder
to the post of Associate Judge under
Foxboro's Presiding Judge, Chester
Boyle. Tinkham speaks fondly of
Boyle, calling him a strong
disciplinarian, and adding that "he
was a good man to learn from."
In 1981, whiie still serving under
Boyle,
Tinkham
sought
his
Presiding Judge's license. He
passed the test; however, the
U.S.T.A. turned him down saying
that they wanted Tinkham to have
more experience under other
presiding "judges. Tinkham stayed
on at Foxboro as an Associate Judge
under presiding judges' Gary McCarthy (now at Pompano Park) and
Gene Cossette (now at
The
Meadowlands).

l.

.. .

- • t..
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By WALTER LEVY
Allen W. Tinkham
In April of 1983, Tinkham again
sought his Presiding
Judge's
license. He travelled up to Lewiston,
Maine to take part in a course run by
Chip Hastings of the U.S.T.A. The
course focused on how you, a harness racing judge, would handle
various problems that might arise
on the race track. Tinkham was the
only one there at the time seeking
his Presiding Judge's license. At the
conclusion of the course, Tinkham
was given a 25-questiontheoretical
exam, one that he says, "was
probably the most difficult exam
I've ever taken in my life." Tinkham
wrote for four and a half hours,
never stopping once. He passed and
was not one step closer to getting his
presiding judge's license.
In October of 1983, over the
Columbus Day weekend, Tinkham
travelled to Columbus, Ohio to take
part in the U.S.T.A.'s presiding
judge's workshop. Again, a series of
questions and answers. Again,
theoretical questions on how you
would handle problems arising on
the race track, Tinkham satisfied
the U.S.T.A. One month later, he
received his presiding judge's
license. On January 5th of this year,
Tinkham was named as Foxboro Allen Tinkham, presiding judge at Foxboro Raceway, performs his duties on a
mighty basis through year-round racing.
Raceway's Presiding Judge.
Even before taking over, Tinkham
tried to establish a rapport with the
When you think of Trotting Sires
Think _of
horsemen. At his first horsemen's
meeting back in early January,
Tinkham outlined his policies and
expectations; yet, he sought to work
closely with the horsemen. He gave
each trainer or driver present a $25
0
token, go'Ott '!ow~Plf1.hifti~yiWeotof
their first fine. Tinkham adds that
THis stallion raced against and defeated many of the
"most of the horsemen still have
their tokens."
top trotters -in the country, winning four Ieature races
In talking about his philosophy of
racing, Tinkham stresses the need to
at Roosevelt Raceway in 1978- 79.
keep racing honest, to protect the
interests of the betting public. As far
as his toughest decision on the race
track is concerned, Tinkham says,
"the toughest decision is when you
have to "place" a horse that finishes
first, second, or third - concerning
Star's Pride 1:57.1
the public, that's the toughest job."
Tinkham works closely in the
Dasher Hanover 2:03.lh
decision-making process with his
Doe Hanover 3,2:05
Associate Judge, Bob Dumas, and
State Stewart, Francis McGee.
(Dam of Hambo winner, Egyptian Candor)
Tinkham goes on to say that "the
first quarter of a mile is so important in a race." We (the judges)
Galophone t. 1:58.l
want to make sure that "no one's
getting holes out there, that no one's
half in and half out.'' Tinkham
MarCon Pronto 3,2:12h (Dam of 1 in 2:01 4 in 2:10)
adds that he wants to "see racing out
Pronto Girl 2:04.2
there that's honest, hard, and tough.
I want to see some action out there."
(Dam of 10 in 2:10)
Tinkham's dual role of teacher by
day and presiding judge by night
may be coming to an end. For
Tinkham, decision time may be fast
approaching. Although he's not
made a firm decision at this time,
All foals eligible to Mass. and N.E. stakes.
Tinkham feels that his increased
responsibilities as Presiding Judge
requires more of his presence at the For more information please call:
track.
In addition, Tinkham has what he
Peter Blood at 617-543-9866 or 413-283-9828
terms a "third job," husband,
father, and chauffeur. Tinkham met
his wife, Beverly, also a music
major, in college (she , teaches in
Attleboro). The Tinkhams have two Notice! Mares Being Bred To
children, Allen, Jr., 10, and Beth, 7.
(Overcall - Keystone Wynne.)
So, once again, as in the past,
Tinkham faces a crossroads in his
Will Be Boarded At Charter Farm
life. He may be forced to choose
between music and harness racing.
For $4.50 Per Day. Go With A Winner!
Whatever his decision, as Cole
Introductory Fee: $750.
Porter would have put it, Allen Contact:
Tinkham, "Night and day, y9u are John Loureiro,
Juniper Rd., Hudson, Mass. 017 49
Tel.617-562-922~
the one.''

---------------------FfRECREEK

4, 2:ou ($91,499)

Look at· The Trotters in his Pedigree!

1984 Stud Fee: $500

__ _.....-.---~------------KEYSTONE WINNER
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"As the name implies" ...

ROYAL PRINCEp.1:ss.1
RACEWAY

(Quick Pick - Shadow Meg • Shadow Wave)

presents

TH·E MAIN EVENTS FOR 1984
EARLY CLOSERS

EARLY CLOSERS

EVENT #1: THE SIMON C. BISHOP MEMORIAL PACE
For Three year olds that are non-winners of $35,000 lifetime as of April 15, 1984.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
Starting Fee: $100.00
QUALIFYING LEG - FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 1984
PU-RSE $ 4,000
FINAL - SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 1984
PURSE $20,000 ADDED
$30,000 ESTIMATED

All three events close April 15, 1984

EVENT #2: THE FOXBORO FRESHMAN PACE
For Two Year Olds
Nomination Fee: $200.00

Starting Fee: $100.00

QUALIFYING LEG - FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1984
FIN.AL - SUNDAY, JULY 29, 1984

PURSE$ 4,000
PURSE $20,000 ADDED
$30,000 ESTIMATED

All three events close April 15, 1984

EVENT #3: THE FOXBORO FILLY FRESHMAN PACE
For Two Year Old Fillies
Nomination Fee: $150.00

Starting Fee: $100.00

QUALIFYING LEG - FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 1984
FINAL- SUNDAY, AUGUST 12, 1984.....

PURSE$ 3,000
_PURSE $15,000 ADDED
$20,000 ESTIMATED

.

All three events close April 15, 1984

CONDITIONS

Sire Of New England Stakes Winner,
Spike's Prince p.2, 2:02.2

Royal Prince raced successfully in the "Free-For-All"
classes in New York • winning several times. His driver,
Ted Wing, states ...

1) Nominations for all three events close Apri] 15, 1984.
2) All events to be raced at one mile - one dash.
3) All events will be conducted under the rules and ·egulat1ons of the Massachusetts State
Racing Commission. the United States Trotting Association, and Foxboro Raceway.
4) Declarations close at the advertised time for overnight events for that day.
5) Nomination fee must accompany all nominations.
All nomination and starting fees will be
added to the final.
6) Purse distribution will be 50% - 25% - 12°10 - 8% - 5%.
7) If there is more than one division of any of the qualifying legs. each division will race for 100%
of the advertised purse.
8) Post positions for all events will be drawn by lot.
9) Horses with the highest total earnings rn the qualifying legs will compete in the final. The final
will be limited to ten separate interests with no more than two declarations from any coupled
entry. In the event that any of the highest money earners fail to declare, the next highest
money earners will be eligible to the final. In the event of horses eligible to the final with equal
money earnings. they will be drawn by 'ot. The money earners who faU to draw in will draw for
also-eligible positions.
·
10) Foxboro Racewav reserves the right to reject any entry, call off any event not filling satisfactorily, ana cancel any event if conclnons warrart.
11 l Stall space for nominees may be revokea at any time.
12) All entries must meet t'1P qualifying standards of Foxboro Raceway.

"Royal Prince was a fast, tough racehorse.
He would have taken a mark of 1 :54 or faster
under normal circumstances.
He should make a great sire!"

Make

Checks

Mail to:

payable to: FOXBORO

RACING SECRETARY
P.O. BOX 397
FOXBORO, MA 02035
PHONE: (617) 543-5331

ext.

RACEWAY

1211122

NOMINATION BLANK

Foals Eligible To Mass Sire Stakes And New England Sulky Championships

HORSE

EVENT

COLOR/SEX

NAME OF SIRE

NAME OF DAM

Introductory Stud Fee: $500.
Please Contact, Dr. Alexander Savran, At Lunar Farm
For Breeding Information.

ENTERED BY_
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

----

~------

OWNER
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1984 MASSACHUSETTS 'SIRE STAKES RACING. PROGRAM
(Proposed $450,000 Added)
Fall Series Foxboro

Foxboro Spring Series
FRIDAY, MAY 25
3 Year Old Trotters:
3 Year Old Filly Pacers:
3 Year Old Colt Pacers:
FRIDAY, JUNE 1
3 Year Old Trotters:
3 Year Old Filly Pacers:
3 Year Old Colt Pacers:
FRIDAY, JUNE 8
3 Year Old Trotters:
3 Year Old Filly & Colt Pacers:"

ENTRY
$
$
$

FEE: $100.00
6,000.00/added
8,000.00/added
8,000.00/added

$ 6,000.00/added
$ 8,000.00/added
$ 8,000.00/added
NO ENTRY FEE
$20,000.00
$40,000.00

Top five qualified money winners of each sex will be eligible to final."
SPRING SERIES TOTAL Est. $104,000.00/added

Fair Dates
STARTING
TIME
l:OOP.M.
l:OOP.M.
l:OOP.M.
l:OOP.M.
l:OOP.M.
l:OOP.M.
12:00 Noon

DATE
July8
Young Meadow Time
July 22
Groton
August 5
Plainville
ugust 19
Sharlu
. August 26
Marshfield
August 31
Spencer
September7
Greenfield
FAIRS TOTAL Est. $105,000.00/added
NOTES:
1. All State funds are subject to appropriation. (proposed program)
2. ''Entrants shall be tattooed and show a satisfactory performance line in time
and gait (no breaks) before declaring into race".
3. Qualifying times:
PARI-MUTUEL RACES TO BE ANNOUNCED
2:25
Non-betting races: 2 Year Old Trotters
2:20
2 Year Old Pacers
2:20
3 Year Old Trotters
2:50
3 Year Old Pacers
4. Dates to Remember: Yearling Registration
May 15 $ 10.00
Two Year Old Sustalning"
March 15 $ 50.00
Three Year 01a Sustaining
April 15 $150.00
Two Year Old Sustaining"
May 15 $100.00
*Payment must ·be made to remain eligible as a three year old.
••Payment must be made to race as a two year old.
5. Monies maybe deducted from sustaining fees for printing and postage, all entry fees shall be added to the purse.

SEPTEMBER 20
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt Pacers
2 Year Old Filly Pacers
SEPTEMBER 27
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt Pacers
2 Year Old Filly Pacers
OCTOBER 4 FINALS
2 Year Old Trotters
2 Year Old Colt & Filly Pacers
SEPTEMBER 21
3 Year Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt Pacers
3 Year Old Filly Pacers
SEPTEMBER 28
3 Vear Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt Pacers
3 Year Old Filly Pacers
OCTOBER 5 FINALS
3 Year Old Trotters
3 Year Old Colt & Filly Pacers

$5,000/added
$7 ,500/added
$7,500/added
$5,000/added
$7 ,500/added
$7 ,500 I adri
$10,00
$20,00tl
$5,000/added
$7 ,500/added
$7 ,500/added
$5,000/added
$7 ,500 I added
$7,500/added
$20,000
$40,000

*Top five ( 5) qualified money winners of each sex eligible to finals.
FALL SERIES TOTAL: Est. $170,000.00/added
NOTES: FAIR RACING
The Department of Food and Agriculture reserves the right to split the event if
more than six (6) declare in. In the case of a split in the event, the Department of
Food and Agriculture may divide the race by adopting one of the methods of the
division racing then current. The above refers to the fair circuit only. U.S. T .A.
rules shall govern pari-mutuel events.
All two and three year olds shall be raced in separate divisions. Colts and Fillies
shall be divided if at least five ( 5) of one sex declare in. Remaining colts and
fillies shall be mixed. The above refers to fair circuit only.
Two and Three Year Old Events - Checks Payable -To: M.S.B.O.A.
c/o Robert Bennett, 18 Vine St., Marlboro, Mass. 01752

Yearling Registrations - Checks Payable To: Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, c/o Commissioner of Food & Agriculture,
100 Cambridge St., Boston, Mass. 02202
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TAM 0 CHAMP

Maine Welcomes The Outcross Sire
p.3, 1:s1.4
1984 Stud Fee: $1,000
All Foals ~~gihle !o Maine Breeders Stakes And New England Sulky Championships

f

Poplar Byrd p. 1:59.3 - 22 in 2:00

[ Bye Bye Byrd p. 1:56.l ~

141 in 2:00

[ Evaline Hanover p. 1:59.2

Sire: ARMBRO NESBIT

5 in 2.00

p. 1:56 - 55 in 2:00

~

[ Capetown p. 1:58.4 - 6 in 2:00
lmpel
~ Armbro
- 3 in 2:00 - 5 in 2:02
0

5 In 2:00

Dottie's Pick p. 1:56.4

Billy Direct p. 1:55 - 16 in 2:00
[Tar Heel p. 1:57 - 163 in 2:00
~

~Leta Long p. 2:03.4

Dam: FREIGHT QUE

[

3 in 2:00

p. 2, 2:03.4 3, 2:02.2 - 2 in 2:00 5 in 2:05

[Hoot Mon 2:00 - 21 in 2:00
[ Quick Pick Up p. 3, 1:59.3 - 4 in 2:03
[Lucine Hanover - 3 in 2:00

Standing At

.THE WILLIAM BERRY FARM

South Windham, Me.

Tel. 207 -892-4365

Poly;.Padded Pacer
By JEAN EMERSON
In recent years the human runner
has made phenomenal progress. His
success has been paralled by new
and improved equipment. Constant
research in athletic footwear has led
to the development of a nearly
perfect "running shoe" made of
shock-absorptive materials. It is
only natural that these innovations
would eventually carry over into
other related fields.
Karen Bonang, who works at Nike
Shoe in research and development,
recognized the qualities of this
athletic footwear and projected a
similar idea in relation to the
racehorses her boyfri~d trains for
the New England cir uit. She experimented with vari us designs
and started looking for backers.
Nike was not interested in this type
of subsidiary, so Karen teamed up
with Bill Murphy, a former
associate at Nike, who provided the
necessary connection to financial
backing and research.
After considerable time and effort
Eques-Tech Inc. was formed with
Murphy as President and Bonang as
Vice President. Karen's father, Ray,
is Director of Retail Sales and local
farrier, Ernest Lowell, who has been
instrumental
in
developmental
procedures from the beginning,
serves as technological director.
Dennis McQuillenof North Reading,
Mass. serves as Advertising Agent
and Charlie Guimarra of Stephentown N. Y. is the distributor.
Thus was born the
new,
revolutionary,
three-dimensional
Pol ·
' (tm).
The
all-

Grand Skipper Lou in the winner's circle at Lewiston Raceway after a mile in 2:06.3 for driver. Doug Gray.
Owner, Don Roy of Norway, Mabie has been utilizing the new protective Poly-Pads on this pacer this year.
encompassing title gives an inkling
of what this group envisions for the
future. At the present time they have
developed
a
remarkable
polyurethane compound, tough on
the outside and soft on the inside,
ideal for protecting the most
stressed area of the liorse - his feet!
This innovative pad prevents and
reduces lameness caused by con·
cussion. There are three features

engineered to provide maximum
protection to the horse; . heel shock
reducers, center stabilizing bars and
frog cover. This unique design appears to be doing the trick. Bucked
shins, bowed tendons, splints,
osselets and na vicular problems to name a few - will inevitably be
helped by the use of these pads.
Ideally the mOSt therapeutic al>':
proach wowd be to utilize Poly-Pads

(tm) early in the career of the horse,
so as to serve as a preventative
measure.
It's rewarding to realize that we
are finally meeting a long neglected
need - a product that insures the
comfort and protection of the horse.
Look around the next time you go
to the-track. It's not a mirage! There
reallY.are "green Poly-Pads" on St.
Patcy's Day!

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

POLY-HOOF

STEP#1

is a cushioning system of a patented super-soft resilient
polyurethane that spreads the impact of hoof strike and reduces
shock over the entire foot.

Trim natural growth as you normally
would. POLY-HOOF™ is designed to be
trimmed, so don't trim beyond what is
healthy for the horse. Trim foot as level
as possible and avoid uneven wear
to the pad.

PREVENT LAMENESS

STEP#2

POLY-HOOF™has three design features that make it completely unique from
any other hoof pads on the
.
market today.

After sizing metal shoe to trimmed
hoof, drill a hole in each heel of the
shoe. Position shoe over the pad and
using the same holes, drill through
the pad. Use a copper rivet to hold
the shoe and pad together.

Frog Cover™
Increases blood
circulation
and reduces
shock to
the frog
and
forefoot.

STEP#3
Using ordinary hoof trimmers and/or a
razor, trim off the excess material
around the quarter and toe area.

STEP#4

Heel

Press the combined shoe and pad

firmly against the hoof. Look to see
Shock
if the heel and center of the pad are
Reducers TM
bulging away from the hoof.
a. Heel Bulge
Extra thick
- trim away excess heel
polyuretha~e to ward
material until pad is
off heel stnke shock.
level at the heel.1..rnur.c rlf
b. Center Bulge
e ~~ .
- grind away excess frog
Stab1l1z1ng
cover material until
Bars ™
center of pad is level.
Five vertical

STEP #5

HOO~SIDE

stabilizing
bars to share
forward
motion
shock with the
meta/shoe.

Nail shoe to the· hoof in the
usual manner.

STEP BACK
and watch the results.
POLY-HOOF
is engineered to accommodate most
hoof sizes. Its practical %" outer rim can
be easily trimmed to fit smaller feet and
still maintain the center stabilizing bars
and frog cover features.
TM

Easy Installation

TURF SIDE
Blacksmith Ernie Lowell
states, "/ found POL~HOOF easy to install.
To get such protection for so little effort is remarkable.
I strongly recommend these pads to all my customers:'
Ernie's easy to follow instructions will be included with your order.
TM

- Many blacksmiths have found
that this pad eliminates the
need for pine tar and oakum
or any other filler.
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POLY-HOOFrM
is designed to prevent and/or reduce
lameness caused by concussion.
Popped knee, carpitis, bowed tendon,
bucked shins, splints, osselets, buttress
foot, sidebones and navicular disease
are generally caused or aggravated by
concussion. If your horse has any of
these problems, we recommend
immediate use of POLY-HOOF.™
However, our real goal at EQUES-TECH
is to prevent injury and we strongly
recommend the use of POLY-HOOF
..... .. " from the verr. beginning of your

.. ti·~" ·\.,,'f.,.vI '(' q tu»

.. ---------------------
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SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Recognizes The Following Who Have Braved The Maine
Weather To Winter Train At This Track
Stan Pooler
Arthur Gott
Rick Lockwood
Jim Brooks
Raymond Sawyer
Dick Shiers

Greg Libbey
Dick Howard
Dick Lajuenesse
Craig Lemieux
John Bryant
Vinal Goss

Bill Allen
Mike Hebert
Gene D' Alessandro
Bill Roberts
Charlie Mcintyre
Jim Erno

Jim Ammann
Paul McHugh
George Wentworth
Tom Vanidestine
AI Murry
Sandy Bickford

Seasonal Opener April 29th!

The mild weather of February led into the March freeze as sub-zero temperatures engulfed the New England area. Horsemen, who are a hardy lot, continued to jog
and train throughout when track conditions allowed.

There Have Been Approximately One Hundred and Fifty Horses Use This
Facility This Year.

Best Of Luck During The 1984 Racing Season!

Joseph Ricci and Staff Scarborough Downs

